KISTI Grid CA Statistics

- Current Valid Certificates
  - User: 69
  - Host: 173
- History of # of certs issued per month
KISTI Grid CA Updates

- KISTI Grid CA was audited at PRAGMA16.
  - Auditor: Yoshio Tanaka (visited KISTI)
  - Date of audit: 23rd March, 2009
  - Audit methods
    - Document inspection (CP/CPS document, web pages)
    - Equipment inspection (CA room, issuing machine, hardware security)
    - Process inspection (RA’s subscriber verification, CA’s certificate issuing process, management of the hardware, etc.)
  - Audit results: (some problems)
    - Automatic e-mail sending from the web server was not working.
    - Event log archiving and backup of web server and issuing machine is not perfect.
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